Intuitionistic theories IS: of Bounded Arithmetic a r e introduced and i t is shown t h a t the definable functions of IS: a r e precisely the 0: functions of t h e polvnomial hierarchy. This is an extension of earlier work on t h e classical Bounded Arithmetic and was first conjectured by S. Cook.
S1. Background

Introduction
-
We begin by reviewing some of t h e main results of Buss [1.21. In [I] In [I] i t is shown t h a t S : can 2:-define precisely the 0:-functions (for 21). The 0:-functions a r e the functions a t the i-th level of the polynomial hierarchy [I] . In particular, 0: is t h e s e t P of functions computable in polynomial time. (We differ from t h e usual convention that P is the s e t of polynomial time recognizable predicates; for us, P also denotes t h e s e t of functions which a r e computable by a polynomial time transducer.)
q'- a Ci-formula. The s e t of all hereditarily 2; formulae is denoted HZi.
b
Since any formula is a subformula of itself, every hereditarily Ci formula is a b C -formula.
The HE:-PIND axiom and t h e HZi-PIND inference rule a r e defined in the obvious b
way. I t is easy t o s e e t h a t the HEi-PIND axiom is intuitionistically equivalent t o t h e HZ!-PIND inference rule: this is proved by t h e method of proof of Theorem 4.2 of [I].
Definition. Of course, i t is unimportant t h a t IS: is formalized a s a Genteen sequent calculus instead of a s a Hilbert-style system. We prefer t h e Gentzen formulation for t h e proof-theoretic arguments presented below.
Note that IS: satisfies a restricted version of t h e law of excluded middle. Namely, and Let i be a fixed positive integer for the remainder of this paper. We shall assume that some Godel coding has been defined for p-types. The precise details of t h e Godel coding a r e not important a s long a s it is efficient and straightforward; in particular, we assume that polynomial algorithms exist t o manipulate t h e Godel numbers of p-types.
Definition. (i31
We shall not distinguish notationally between a p-type and its Godel number; it should always be clear from t h e context which is meant.
We also need t o assign Godel numbers t o Turing machines. Again, this can be done in a number of ways, and must be done s o t h a t polynomial time algorithms can be used t o manipulate t h e Godel numbers. Turing machines will be assumed t o have one read-only input tape, an output tape, and one o r more work tapes. In addition, a Turing machine has an oracle which is accessed via a query tape and a query state, an accepting s t a t e and a rejecting state; except for this oracle t h e Turing machine is deterministic.
Definition.
Let ni be a canonical 2 ; -l-complete predicate. So n2 could be SAT and nl the empty set. Let m be the Godel number of a Turing machine M, .
Then 0: is t h e unary function which is computed by t h e Turing machine Mm with ni as its oracle.
Note 0; may be a partial function.
When m is not a valid Giidel number, l e t 0 : be t h e constant zero function.
We shall frequently write just rm instead of 0; since i is a fixed positive integer f o r t h e r e s t of this article.
Definition. Let m be a Giidel number of a Turing machine. The runtime of 0:(z)
is equal t o t h e number of steps t h e Turing machine Mm uses with oracle ni on input z.
Let I zl denote t h e length of t h e binary representation of z, s o
If r is a suitable polynomial, then t h e runtime of #:(z)
bounded & r if and only if t h e runtime of 0:(z) i s less than o r equal t o r ( l zl ).
Definition.
A (Giidel number of a) 0:-functional of p-type rc i s a n ordered pair
<rc.m> s o t h a t rc is t h e Godel number of a P-type and mEN and s o t h a t t h e following inductive definition is satisfied:
(1)
If rc = o then m may be any natural number.
If n. = <rl,...,rk> then m must be a k-tuple <ml, ..., mk> where < r a m . > is a As an example, consider t h e function f defined so that @m(n) if x = < < o -% , o > , < m , n > > a n d t h e r u n t i m e o f @,(n) i s < r(lnl).
f(x) = o t h e r w i s e
Then for any suitable polynomial r and p-type 7 , there is a suitable polynomial s, say 2 s=1000(r +l), so t h a t f is a 0:-functional of p-type < 0 5 7 , 0 > 3 r . Furthermore, for any p-type rr which is not of t h e form rr = <o&7,0>, there is a polynomial s, say s(n) = 1000(n+l), so that f is a 0:-functional of p-type r r A o . Note, however, that f is not even a 0:-function a s its runtime is not bounded by a polynomial uniformly for all p-types of inputs.
Definition.
Let 7 be a p-type.
The runtime of 7 , r u n t i me(.r), is defined inductively by:
(a) r u n t i m e ( o ) = 0 k (b) r u n t i me(<.rl, . . . , T~) = C r u n t i me(.rj) j = l (c) r u n t ~m e ( r~5~~) = r + runt ime(r2).
Note t h a t t h e runtime of 7 is always a suitable polynomial.
The function @A is an extended 0;-functional if and only if there is a suitable polynomial p so that for every p-type 7 there exists a p-type u such that (a) r u n t i me(u) < po run t i me(r), and
is a 0;-functional where s = po runt ime(7).
The polynomial p bounds the runtime of the extended 0:-functional Then f is an extended 0:-functional.
Proof.
(a) Let pm and pn bound the runtimes of 0, and 0,. Let 7 be any p-type. Then there e d s t s a p-type o1 so t h a t < r 5 o l , n > is a 0:-functional where r=pnoruntime(r).
There also exists a p-type o2 so t h a t < o l~0 2 . m > is a 0:-functional where s=pmoruntime(ol). Furthermore, the runtime of ol is S pno runtime(7) and the runtime of o2 is S pmoruntime(ol); hence the runtime of o2 is S pmo pno runtime(7).
Consider a Turing machine M which computes O m o O n in the straightforward manner and l e t k be the Godel number of M, so 0k = 0,00,.
The runtime of 0k is bounded by q(r,s) for some fixed polynomial q. Now let p be q(pn,pmopn).
We claim t h a t 0k is an extended 0;-functional with runtime bounded by p. This is immediate from the definition of p and the f a c t that p(z) 3 pmopn(z) for all z€H.
Part (b) is also easy t o prove and we omit the details here (see the example above).
We need one further definition which allows a notational convenience for handling vectors of functionals and numbers. where ? is a k-tuple containing all of t h e f r e e * variables in A. A formula Wi t n e s s : * is defined in [I] with k+l f r e e variables; t h e + intended meaning of Wi t n e s s i * c(w.t) is t h a t w codes a "witness" to, or a "proof" of, the truth of A(?). Indeed, t h e following conditions hold: Following the reasoning of Kleene I31, it is easy to see that it is possible for a formula t o be (classically) true and yet not 0:-realizable; conversely, a formula may be 0:-realizable but (classically) false.
The next proposition is a simple consequence of the definition of W i t n e s s , and is readily proved by the methods of 55.1 of [I] .
Pm-ition
& . Note that i t follows from Proposition 5.3 of S5.1 of [I] that there is a term tA in the language of S2 such that we can assume without loss of generality that fA(<x;Z>)(tA(Z) for all x and a.
Proof.
The proof is by induction on the complexity of A, so assume that if B and C are formulae less complex than A then fg and fC are extended 0;-functionals satisfying the conditions of Proposition 6.
The input to fA is the Giidel number of a 0;-functional. We define f A so that Case U Suppose A(?) = (3x<tG))B(x,-d). Then the p-type 7 must be of the form <o,u>; otherwise <7,j> can not possibly 0:-realize Am). Furthermore, we must * * have j = < j 1 2 , j > so that <u,j2> 0:-realizes jl~t(G)AB(jl.n). Let C(co,c) be the formula co< t ( t ) A~( c o . t ) and define gA by < 0 , < j l ,~( 2 , z ) > > i f 7 = < o , u > , j = < j A . j 2 > a n d f C ( < < u , j 2 > ; j l , n > ) = < o s~> o t h e r w i s e .
i
Note that B(2,z) is the Godel beta function and whenever W i t n e s s D A E ( z ) then
Wi t ness;(d(2.z)).
It is apparent from the definition of Wi t ness: and the induction hypothesis that the definition of gA makes fA satisfy Proposition 6.
Case & Suppose AG) = BGI~cG). In order for <r.j> to 0;-realize A(;) -
we must have r = <o,rl,r2> and either <rl.s(2.j)> 0:-realizes ~ ( 2 ) or ~r~~B ( 3 . j ) ) 0:-realizes ~( 2 ) . Accordingly, we define gA so that Prowsition Propositions 5 and 6 hold when "0:-realize" and "0:-realizable" are replaced everywhere by "Ki-realize" and "Ki-realizable".
Roof.
One can readily verify that the proofs of Propositions 5 and 6 can easily be modified t o prove Proposition 7.
The next proposition is the reason we need the concept of Ki-realizability.
Promsition & .
If ( Note that in Theorem 1. Q may be 0 or B may be missing. In the latter case, the k conclusion of Theorem 1 should be interpreted as saying that for all ;EN , a t least one i of A~( ; ) , . . . , A~~) is either not Ki-realizable or not IS2-provable.
Of course this is trivial since IS: is consistent.
Theorem 1 also holds if we replace "Ki-realizes" by "0;-realizes" and drop the condition that each A~(:) be IS:-provable. This is proved by almost exactly the same argument as is used below to prove Theorem 1.
As we remarked above, Theorem 1 is proved in a way very similar to this author's first proof (which was never published) of Theorem 5.5 of [I] . However, i t differs in some important respects; in particular, the cut elimination theorem is not used! that whenever x. K. realizes A~(: ) then W i t n es s A (sj(xj.n),n) and so that the mapping It is easy t o s e e t h a t the desired conditions a r e satisfied.
Case
When the last inference of P is an (3S:left) inference the argument is -much like the proof of Case (4); albeit complicated by the f a c t that the principal formula of t h e inference may be hereditarily z : . We leave t h e details t o t h e reader.
Case & (V:left). Suppose the last inference of P is
The induction hypothesis is that there is an mOEN so that if ~( t 6 ) . 2 ) and all of A,P) a r e i + + IS2-provable and if xl Ki-realizes A(t(n).n) and xj Ki-realizes A j 6 ) for 2<jbn, then Case 1I1, (V,<:left). The proof for this case is much like that of Case (6), but -slightly complicated by t h e f a c t that t h e principal formula may be hereditarily ~4 . We leave t h e details for t h e reader.
Case (a (':left). Suppose the last inference of P is
. .,Ap---+ As we remarked above, this case is trivial since IS: is consistent.
Case (9h (":right). Suppose the last inference of P is Case (14) . The case where t h e last inference is a (V<:right) inference is handled -similarly t o Case (13) and we omit the details.
Case (15). (Cut). Suppose t h e last inference of P is
By t h e induction hypothesis there a r e extended 0:-functionals Suppose the last inference of P is where t h e f r e e variable co appears only as indicated and B is a hereditarily 2: formula.
The induction hypothesis is that there is an extended 07-functional s o t h a t whenever xj But this follows from the f a c t that g was defined by limited iteration (see [I] ) from the extended 0;-functional h. Let Prf (w.v) be t h e A!-defined predicate of S2 which asserts t h a t w is t h e 1s;
Giidel number of a n 1s;-proof of t h e formula with Giidel number v [I] . We strengthen Conjecture 2 as: Indeed, t h e generalizations obtained by substituting IS; for IS2. S 2 for s:, and 0; for "polynomial time" imply t h a t NP = co-NP when i>l.
On t h e other hand, t h e author conjectures t h a t some generalizations of Conjecture 2 and 3 do hold for i>l; however, t h e generalizations are too complicated t o be worth explaining here. (Hint: axiomatize IS: in a different way.)
